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Abstract— Basically, in low power applications, the energy 

should be harvested depend on the frequent interruptions. In this 

paper we proposed the design of spin-transfer torque magnetic 

tunnel junctions (STT-MTJs) non volatile based on flip flops 

based memory. The main intent of non volatile is to address the 

state of system by saving the memory.  By using STT-MTJs based 

flip flop, high energy consumption will be obtained and there will 

be backup of the system. In CMOS the flip flop will used 

standard magnetic MRAM technology. The main intent of 

magnetic tunnel junctions is to store the data. The proposed non 

volatile flip flop will determine the delay and energy. Logic 

circuits are enabled using non volatility and this will reduce the 

start up latency. This start up latency ranges from micro seconds 

to hundred pico seconds. Here the information is stored using 

non volatile logic of memory. This process is done on pre chip 

basis. Hence compared to existed system, the proposed system 

gives effective results. 

 

Keywords— Non-Volatile Flip flop, System-On-Chip (SoC), 

Non-Volatile Scan Flip flop.. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Huge number of transistors is used in the structure of 

system on chip. All transistors are placed together in a single 

chip. The main difficulty obtained in the system is power 

utilization. The clock framework, which comprises of the 

clock dissimation and consecutive components (flip-flops), 

is a standout amongst the most power expanding segments 

in a VLSI framework. [1]. By using clock drivers the chip 

power is delivered. To reduce the clock cycle in the clock 

system precautions should be taken. Hence flip flop is used 

to reduce the clock in clocking system.  

Master slave flip flop and pulse triggered flip flop is used 

in the microprocessors. This flip flop gives best selection for 

effective nature. Ambient Energy sources are used in the 

Microelectronic circuits. This is mainly used in the 

applications of solar, piezoelectric, vibration, airflow and 

thermoelectric. But there will be slight difference between 

the power density obtained and energy. The power density 

ranges from mainly μW to tens of mW. In micro electronic 
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systems the energy consumption process will be difficult 

and it takes more time to deliver. Hence non volatile logic is 

introduced to overcome the above problems and this non 

volatile logic will save the memory. Compared to other 

logics non volatile logic is very simple. In past decades 

CMOS introduces some logics depend on memory like 

CBRAM, STT-RAM, RRAM, and PCRAM.  

But non volatile memory will give effective output like 

backup of memory and recovery of information. Here non 

volatile memory is divided into two types for the purpose of 

backup and restoration [2].  

Up to now we have discussed about Non volatile 

memory. But Non volatile memory array is introduced for 

better purpose. The non volatile memory array will divide 

the registers and it will store the information in memory. 

Hence in non volatile memory the data will be saved and 

restored in a particular location at the time of power failure. 

The main intent of this paper is to design the non volatile 

flip flop based memory. This will save the memory and 

energy in effective way. In the designs of Non volatile flip 

various non volatile devices are used. This device will have 

same characteristics and contains minimum duration to 

switch the state [3].  

Here the latch is used for transmitting the gate master & 

most minimal vitality utilization, and has vitality defer item 

similar to a lot quicker heartbeat activated locks. Timed 

capacitances ought to be limited so as to detect the clock 

load. Depending on the size; the circuit will rely on the 

absolute quality. The speed of flip flop is maintained 

depending on the time hubs. Energy delay product is used to 

enhance the output of standard loads. The standard load will 

be in the cell library. While 4SL burden is most basic 

successful fan-out in orchestrated low vitality frameworks, 

estimating method can be reached out to any heap. The 

strategy for legitimate exertion is utilized in transistor 

estimate streamlining. Flip flops is the fundamental structure 

which plays important role in non volatile logic. Here 

combinational circuit and synchronization activity are taken 

to enhance the capacity of information. Flip flop will save 

the coherent condition of signal [4-5]. 

II. TYPES OF FLIP FLOPS 

The flip plays important role in the digital circuits and 

they are dynamic in nature. By using flip flops the system is 

energized and accessed depend on the output. In this 

different types of flip flops are used which are discussed 

below.  
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These techniques will scatter the position of signals in 

effective way and these techniques will reduce the power of 

system. 

A. Conditional capture flip flop  

This conditional capture flip flop is mainly used in the 

advanced technology. The power will be reduced by using 

these techniques. The internal advances are recognizable to 

disable the effect of output. But here the set up time will be 

accessed to zero and this will maintain an output in effective 

way.  

B. Conditional precharge flip flop  

The main intent of using conditional pre charge flip flop 

is to overcome the drawback of conditional capture flip flop. 

Here pre charge unit is invented for better efficiency. The 

pre charge unit is place in the inner hub and connected to the 

intensity scattering for circuit. This precharge unit will 

enable the system using flip flop. In this there will be two 

cases either 1 or 0. Depend on the condition the system will 

act. But here size of output will be doubled due to transistors 

implementation.  

C. Conditional discharge flip flop  

This conditional discharge flip flop will overcome the 

disadvantages of above flip flop. Here the discharge flip flop 

will discharge the signal by using less glitches. In this 

system the data will be transferred from high to low and low 

to high when output changes.  

D.conditional data mapping flip-flop (cdmff):  

In this seven timed transistors are used to map the flip 

flop in effective way. In this detection of low power depends 

on the swing condition. Flip flop will move the position of 

flip by floating at the centre point.  

E.Low-Swing Differential Conditional Capturing Flip-

Flop [Lsdccff]  

In this differential conditional capturing flip flop is used 

to catch the low swing operations. Here two voltage levels 

are used, one is dual supply voltage and regular power 

supply voltage. These two plays important role in entire flip 

flop design. Because of using this low swing is obtained in 

the system. 

III. NON VOLATILE SCAN FLIP FLOP 

The below figure (1) shows the architecture of non 

volatile scan flip flop. There are two signals which are 

different from each other. This two signals are denoted as 

IN1 and IN2. These two inputs produces two differential 

outputs after the entire operation. The obtained outputs are 

given as  N1∗ and N2∗. The operation mode will perform 

the operations of RES and SAV. All this process is being 

performed in non volatile scan based flip flop. In backup 

mode the data will be stored in restore mode the data will be 

restores according to the reference. The existed system 

consists of following modes which is discussed below: 

1) Normal Mode and Normal Scan Mode:  

In normal mode the NVSU will be in inactive position. In 

the same way it will save the power by switching off the 

system. To reduce the size of input and output transistors 

single path is used in normal mode.  

2) Backup Mode:  

In backup mode, mainly the both RES=0 and SAV=1 will 

be set. This backup mode is also known as state sense 

amplifier. In this the state sense amplifier will be inactive. In 

backup mode, the  tri state buffer TB1 and TB2 will flow 

through the system and set in a particular location. By using 

IN1 and IN2 the direction will be determined. In restore 

mode the extra data will be deleted. When SAV=1, then 

differential inputs TB1 and TB2 are used. The SAV is 

indented in nature. To backup the data and overcome the 

failure of impending power system, NVM & NVL are used. 

this process will be done when the CLK=1 and SAV=1. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Non Volatile Scan Flip Flop 

3) Restore Mode:  

In restore mode the both SAV=0 and RES=1 will be in 

fixed state. This will restore the data in effective way. Here 

the tri state buffers will be disabled. The tri state will be 

disabled when the Rd = 0, N1∗ = 1 and N2∗ = 1. In the same 

way the system will be in discharge path when Rd: 0 → 1. 

In state sense amplifier the STT data will be assumed as RL 

reference. This will sense the data between two discharging 

paths.  Here the data will be flipped while the reading 

operation is performed in STT-MTJ.  

4) Nonvolatile Test Mode:  

This nonvolatile test mode will determine the backup time 

and it will test the functionality of modes.  

Here sequence of operations will be performed.  

IV. NON VOLATILE FLIP FLOP BASED ON 

MEMORY 

The circuit includes substituting stages called n-squares 

and p-squares and each square is being driven by a 

comparative clock signal.  
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In this structure a single overall clock sign ought to be 

made and spread in order to streamline the arrangement. It is 

filled when the clock signal clk is LOW then the data is 

detached from the output. The  

enhancement will changes from low to high position.  

In the second stage, the MP2 transistor will use the 

inverter for non stable flip flop. This will transfer the 

information from source to hub Q. This will define the 

information according to delay of progression. By using 

inverter, the second stage will be expelled. Pass transistor is 

used in MNx while releasing way. Two fold technique will 

be pretended by adding additionally to hub. This will 

transform the hub information according to two logics 0 and 

1. There will be no information progress when clock period 

arrives to a certain position.  Here the both information and 

hub will use same level of value Q. the pass transistor will 

see the level Q with information phase from driving 

exertion. The below figure (2) shows the design of non 

volatile flip flop based memory.  

 
Fig. 2: Non Volatile Flip Flop Based memory 

Compared to non volatile scab flip flop, the proposed non 

volatile flip flop based memory will give better 

performance. This non volatile flip flop will pump the 

charge effectively. In the same way it will design and verify 

the schematic view perfectly. The non volatile flip flop 

design based on memory is shown in figure (2). This non 

volatile flip flop design based on memory is designed using 

NMOS and PMOS transistors. Single clock phase signal is 

used in this flip flop for better synchronization. Because of 

this there will be less consumption in area, low transistor 

count and low power consumption. Hence the performance 

of proposed design will increases.   

Here the NMOS transistor will be ON and PMOS 

transistor will be OFF when the clock and input signal is 

high. In the same way the NMOS transistor will be OFF and 

PMOS transistor will be OFF when clock and input signal is 

low. When CLL=0 then the output will follow the previous 

value. Here the signal will be raised depend on the voltage 

and current. Here the both values will remain constant when 

the output signals will remain off.  

V. RESULTS 

 
Fig. 3: Output Waveform of Non Volatile Scan Based 

Flip Flop 

 
Fig. 4: Output Waveform of Non Volatile Flip Flop 

based memory 

The below figure (5) shows the delay comparison of non 

volatile scan based flip flop and non volatile flip flop based 

memory.  

Here the total delay of non volatile scan based flip flop is 

4.74 seconds and the total delay of non volatile flop based 

memory is 3.96 seconds.  
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Fig. 5: Total Delay comparison 

The below figure (6) shows the delay comparison of non 

volatile scan based flip flop and non volatile scan based flip 

flop based memory. Here the total delay of non volatile scan 

based flip flop is 4.74 seconds and the total delay of non 

volatile flop based memory is 3.96 seconds. 

 
Fig. 6: Overhead Delay comparison 

The below figure (7) shows the total report of non volatile 

flip flop using flip flop. From this the total delay,  DC 

operating point analysis, transient analysis reports of non 

volatile flip flop based memory.  

 
Fig. 7: summary Report 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The main intent of non volatile flip flop based memory 

design is to save and memory and reduce the delay. The 

proposed system will enhance the restoration and backup 

storage. The flip flop is used to replace the all registers and 

after that chip uses non volatile logic for security. The 

magnetic components in MTJ will evaluate the magnetic 

performance of the circuit. The systematic development of 

proposed design is optimized and it will satisfy the outputs 

in effective way. The MTJ devices will uses magnetic 

MRAM to save the memory. Hence compared to existed 

design, the proposed design will produce effective results. It 

is mainly used to convert the ASIC design into non volatile 

synthesis. 
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